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Summary

The question of whether schools—religious or nonsectarian—that discriminate on the basis of race should be granted tax-exempt status has recently been the source of extensive public debate.

The Commission's interest in the Federal Government's tax policies concerning private schools whose operations conflict with the constitutionally based national policy of eliminating segregated education predates the current controversy. In a 1967 report, *Southern School Desegregation 1966–67*, the Commission reviewed the progress of Southern and Border State school districts in complying with the Supreme Court's decision in *Brown v. Board of Education*. In assessing school desegregation, it also examined the development of private schools to circumvent public school desegregation. The 1967 report concluded:

Many private segregated schools attended exclusively by white students have been established in the South in response to public school desegregation. In some districts such schools have drained from the public schools most or all of the white students and many white faculty members.

The Commission noted that many of the racially segregated private schools established to circumvent public school desegregation had been granted tax-exempt status by the Internal Revenue Service, and that Federal tax exemptions constituted a form of indirect government assistance.

Much has happened since the issuance of that report.

Against the backdrop of *Brown*, subsequent U.S. Supreme Court school desegregation cases, and the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)—in 1970, announced it could "no longer legally justify allowing tax-exempt status to private schools which practice racial discrimination nor [could] it treat gifts to such schools as charitable deductions for income tax purposes" and explained that "[a]n organization seeking exemption as being organized exclusively for educational purposes, within the meaning of section 501(c)(3) and section 170, must meet the test of being 'charitable' in the common law sense."

This interpretation of the Internal Revenue Code followed litigation to force the IRS to deny tax exemptions to segregated private schools and remained in effect until 1982. It was then, in the context of developing the Federal Government's position to be taken in *Bob Jones University v. United States* and *Goldsboro Christian Schools, Inc. v. United States* pending before the U.S. Supreme Court, that the Department of Treasury, with the advice of the Department of Justice, reversed its interpretation of the law. On January 8, 1982, the Department announced that it would no longer revoke or deny tax-exempt status for religious, charitable, educational, or scientific organizations on the grounds of their non-conformity with fundamental policies—including the national policy against racial discrimination. The administration maintained that the enactment of a separate statute, enabling the IRS to deny tax-exempt status to schools that practice racial discrimination, was required.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights strongly disagrees with this interpretation of the law and so testified in hearings conducted earlier this year before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Judiciary Committee. In the Commission's view, the Constitution, Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, and the IRS Code support the policy of denying tax-exempt status to private schools, religious or nonsectarian, that engage in racial discrimination. Decisions of the Federal courts interpreting the Constitution and Federal law not only support this view but require that the IRS initiate effective enforcement procedures to deny tax-exempt status to such racially discriminatory schools. Recently, in response to a request from Senator John Glenn (D–Ohio) for the Commission's comments on specific legislation in this area pending before Congress, the Commission reiterated its views on this issue.

Because of the continuing public debate on the issue of granting tax-exempt status to private religious or nonsectarian schools that discriminate on the basis of race, the Commission has decided to release this monograph on the subject. The monograph explains the historical underpinnings of the fundamental national policy against racial discrimination. It also discusses the constitutional conflict that arises when a sincerely held religious belief violates this fundamental policy and the establishment clause problem arising when one religious institution is treated differently by the government than another religious institution. Finally, the monograph traces the Internal Revenue Service's authority and policies regarding the granting of tax-exempt status to schools that discriminate on the basis of race.

Over the course of the past several months, the Commission has also been developing a statement on religious discrimination, *Religion in the Constitution: A Delicate Balance*, that will address other major issues arising under the first amendment's mandates forbidding the government from passing any law establishing a religion or prohibiting the free exercise of religion. The common themes uniting the subjects discussed in that statement are similar to those raised by the issue of granting tax-exempt status to private religious schools that discriminate on the basis of race: the free exercise of religion is not absolute and must be balanced against other competing interests and the prohibition against government establishment of religion is also not absolute and can be modified when, and only when, the inability of persons to practice their religions subject to government control or jurisdiction is at stake.
Freedom of Religion and Racially Discriminatory Private Religious Schools

“In a free government the security for civil rights must be the same as that for religious rights. It consists in the one case in the multiplicity of interests, and in the other in the multiplicity of sects.”

On October 13, 1981, the Supreme Court of the United States agreed to hear two cases, Bob Jones University v. United States and Goldsboro Christian Schools, Inc. v. United States, raising the issue of whether the denial or revocation of tax-exempt status to private religious schools that engage in racial discrimination based on a sincerely held religious belief is contrary to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and violates the religion clauses of the first amendment to the Constitution.

Bob Jones University, though not affiliated with any particular religious denomination, adheres to fundamentalist religious beliefs in the education it provides to 5,000 students in classes ranging from kindergarten to college and graduate school. These religious beliefs strictly prohibit interracial dating and marriage. The university exercised this belief by first prohibiting black students from enrolling in the institution and then later admitting only married black students. Following the decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in Runyon v. McCrary and Bob Jones University v. Johnson, Bob Jones University again amended its admissions policy. Since May 1975, the school has permitted black students to enroll. However, students who advocate or engage in interracial dating or marriage are subject to expulsion under a disciplinary rule adopted at that time.

Goldsboro Christian Schools, founded in 1963, is a private, fundamentalist religious school seeking “to provide a private school education in a religious setting.” It has received financial support, assistance of personnel, and the use of the physical plant of the Second Baptist Church of Goldsboro, North Carolina, with which it is affiliated. Since it opened its doors, the

The disciplinary rule implemented by the university reads as follows:

There is to be no interracial dating.
1. Students who are partners in an interracial marriage will be expelled.
2. Students who are members of or affiliated with any group or organization which holds as one of its goals or advocates interracial marriage will be expelled.
3. Students who date outside their own race will be expelled.
4. Students who espouse, promote, or encourage others to violate the University’s dating rules and regulations will be expelled.

Bob Jones University v. United States, 639 F.2d, 147, 149 (4th Cir. 1980).

2 I.R.C. §501(c)(3).
3 “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof...” U.S. Const. amend. I.
5 529 F.2d 514 (4th Cir. 1975) (upholding an administrative ruling terminating all Veterans Administration assistance to the university due to its racially discriminatory admissions policy).
school has absolutely prohibited the enrollment of black students.\footnote{Goldboro Christian Schools, Inc. v. United States, 436 F. Supp. 1314–17 (E.D.N.C. 1977).}

Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools, Inc., assert that the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, in requiring them to meet a condition of nondiscrimination on the basis of race, erroneously applied the tax-exemption provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, infringed on their first amendment right to the free exercise of religion by imposing the nondiscrimination requirement, and violated the establishment clause of the first amendment by favoring religions that do not hold a religious belief opposing interracial dating and marriage.

**Tax Exemptions Under the Internal Revenue Code**

Since 1894, the Federal income tax laws have contained an exemption for certain charitable organizations.\footnote{I.R.C. §501(a), (c)(3).} The current Internal Revenue Code provides for tax-exempt status for the following organizations:

Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes, or to foster national or international amateur sports competition, \footnote{I.R.C. §170(c). Similar deductions are provided for gifts and for estate bequests or transfers to §501(c)(3) tax-exempt charitable organizations. I.R.C. §2055(a)(2), 2522(a)(2).} or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, no substantial part of the activities of which is

\text{carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, \ldots, and which does not participate in, or intervene in, \ldots any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office.}\footnote{347 U.S. 483, 494 (1954).}

Tax deductions are permitted for contributions to §501(c)(3) tax-exempt charitable organizations, with the exception of the “testing for public safety” category.\footnote{The Court found that dual school systems were “inherently unequal.” 347 U.S. 483, 495. In so holding, the Court specifically found that segregation stamped black children with a badge of inferiority that would follow them throughout their lifetime: “To separate [black children] from others of similar age and qualifications solely because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.” 347 U.S. 483, 494 (1954).}

**Constitutionally Based Policy Against Racial Discrimination in Education**

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court of the United States, in Brown v. Board of Education,\footnote{See, e.g., Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938); Sipuel v. Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950); McLaughlin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S. 637 (1950).} held that segregated public school systems, notwithstanding the “separate but equal” doctrine of Plessy v. Ferguson,\footnote{417 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950); McLaughlin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S. 637 (1950).} were violating the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment.\footnote{The Supreme Court decisions invalidating segregation in higher education during the previous two decades should have signaled the result in Brown to the segregationists, they were unprepared for the 1954 pronouncement of the Court. Despite the landmark decision, the system of segregated public schools persisted. Southern legislatures enacted numerous statutes not only to preserve public school segregation but also to construct an alternative—a private, segregated educational system.} Although the Supreme Court decisions invalidating segregation in higher education\footnote{Within 6 years of the Brown decision, 10 States enacted legislation either mandating or permitting the closing of local schools to avoid desegregation; four States passed laws to withhold State funds from schools that complied with court orders to desegregate their institutions; and six States enacted legislation relaxing or eliminating compulsory attendance laws. By 1960, three States enacted legislation authorizing the sale or lease of public property to private parties to avoid desegregation; three States passed laws to facilitate the establishment of private schools; three States enacted legislation providing State tax credits for private schools, or where public schools were closed, to prevent desegregation; five States authorized tuition grants for private school students; and four States enacted laws to protect the} during the previous two decades should have signaled the result in Brown to the segregationists, they were unprepared for the 1954 pronouncement of the Court. Despite the landmark decision, the system of segregated public schools persisted. Southern legislatures enacted numerous statutes not only to preserve public school segregation but also to construct an alternative—a private, segregated educational system.\footnote{Although the Supreme Court decisions invalidating segregation in higher education during the previous two decades should have signaled the result in Brown to the segregationists, they were unprepared for the 1954 pronouncement of the Court. Despite the landmark decision, the system of segregated public schools persisted. Southern legislatures enacted numerous statutes not only to preserve public school segregation but also to construct an alternative—a private, segregated educational system.}
The need for private schools to accommodate white students fleeing from the desegregating school systems really did not materialize until the late 1960s. At that time, the Supreme Court, realizing that State and local officials were using various techniques and administrative practices such as State pupil assignment laws and local "freedom of choice" plans to frustrate the command of Brown II to desegregate the Nation's public schools "with all deliberate speed," moved to end dilatory tactics preserving segregated dual school systems. The Court ruled that school boards have an "affirmative duty to take whatever steps might be necessary to convert to a unitary system in which racial discrimination would be eliminated root and branch." It further stated that "[t]he burden on a school board today is to come forward with a plan that promises realistically to work, and promises realistically to work now."

The Court's decision mandating the establishment of unitary school systems led to "a massive white withdrawal from the public schools and a flurry of activity in organizing and expanding private ones." Churches in many areas proved to be a natural organizing center for individuals seeking to establish segregation academies, resulting in a "startling growth of Christian segregationist academies that can be seen throughout the South."

Tax Exemptions and Racially Discriminatory Private Schools

Before 1970, any otherwise qualified private school that engaged in racially discriminatory practices could obtain tax-exempt status, according to IRS policy, if it did not receive aid from a State or one of its political subdivisions whereby its operation was in violation of the Constitution or existing Federal law. However, a private school could still be liable for damages resulting from its racially discriminatory practices.

To contest the continued Federal support of racially discriminatory private schools under that the IRS policy, black parents and their minor children attending Mississippi public schools filed a class action suit on May 21, 1969, to prohibit Federal tax exemptions to private schools in Mississippi that refused admission to black students based on their race or color. They specifically sought injunctive relief (1) to prohibit the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner for Internal Revenue from approving applications submitted by racially discriminatory private schools seeking tax-exempt status and (2) to require the Secretary and the Commissioner to rescind and revoke the tax-exempt status previously granted to private schools that excluded blacks. Soon after the initiation of the lawsuit, the court granted a motion to intervene filed by parents and children who were representative of individuals either supporting or attending all-white, tax-exempt private schools that
provided an alternative educational system for white students seeking to avoid integrated public schools. 26

On January 12, 1970, the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia issued a preliminary injunction restraining the Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner for Internal Revenue from approving any pending or future applications for tax-exempt status from private schools in Mississippi "unless they first affirmatively determine that the applicant school is not a part of a system of private schools operated on a racially segregated basis as an alternative to white students seeking to avoid desegregated public schools." 27 Six months later, the Internal Revenue Service issued two news releases declaring that "it can no longer legally justify allowing tax-exempt status to private schools which practice racial discrimination nor can it treat gifts to such schools as charitable deductions for income tax purposes." 28

The Green court held that §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code must be read in light of Federal civil rights legislation and the overriding national policy against segregation in education. In issuing its opinion, the court said that "the national policy against support for segregated education emerged in provisions adopted by the Congress in the Civil Rights Act of 1964" (Title VI) and that the applying of Title VI constraints on the IRS to tax exemptions and deductions "is an expression of Federal policy against Federal support for private schools that practice racial discrimination." 29

The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia declared that:

"The Internal Revenue Code provisions on charitable exemptions and deductions must be construed to avoid frustrations of Federal policy. Under the conditions of today they can no longer be construed so as to provide to private schools operating on a racially discriminatory premise the support of the exemptions and deductions which Federal tax law affords to charitable organizations and their sponsors." 30

The court concluded that any contrary interpretation of the legal obligations of the Internal Revenue Service "would raise serious constitutional questions":

Clearly, the Federal Government could not under the Constitution give direct financial aid to schools practicing racial discrimination. But tax exemptions and deductions certainly constitute a Federal Government benefit and support. While that support is indirect, and is in the nature of a matching grant rather than an unconditional grant, it would be difficult indeed to establish that such support can be provided consistently with the Constitution. 31

The court's order was limited to Mississippi, but the opinion makes clear that the IRS could apply the principles nationwide. As the court stated:

[1]o obviate any possible confusion the court is not to be misunderstood as laying down a special rule for schools located in Mississippi. The underlying principle is broader, and is applicable to schools outside Mississippi with the same or similar badge of doubt. Our decree is limited to schools in Mississippi because this is an action in behalf of black children and parents in Mississippi, and confinement of this aspect of our relief to schools in Mississippi applying for tax benefits defines a remedy proportionate to the injury threatened to plaintiffs and their class. 32

In 1976, however, the parents of black public school students in several States sought to extend application of the Green decision nationwide by filing suit against the Internal Revenue Service, 33 alleging that the IRS had to limit tax-exempt status under §501(c)(3) to racially nondiscriminatory private schools. The Federal district court dismissed the complaint as nonjusticiable, 34 but the court of appeals reversed that decision. 35 Petitions for a writ of certiorari 36 were subsequently filed with the Supreme Court. 37

When the Green case was reopened in 1976, it was consolidated with the Wright case. Green was reopened because the initial IRS regulations did not adequately ensure that tax exemptions were not provided to private schools engaging in racial discrimination. The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia thus modified the original Green order and

28 Id. at 1164.
29 Id. at 1164–65.
33 A nonjusticiable complaint is one that is not appropriate for court review.
34 656 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1981).
35 An order by the Supreme Court ordering the lower court to produce the certified record of a case. The writ indicates a case that the Supreme Court chooses, at its discretion, to hear.
injunction to strengthen its enforcement of the nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status.10

After the Wright petitions for certiorari were filed, the Department of Justice submitted a memorandum to the Supreme Court in the Bob Jones and Goldsboro cases on January 8, 1982, to vacate the judgments in those cases. It asserted that those cases should be vacated as moot since the Treasury Department had begun the process for revoking the applicable revenue regulations and procedures and had initiated the process of reinstating the tax exemptions for those institutions.11 This change in the policy of three previous administrations was the result of a Treasury Department determination, with the advice of the Justice Department, that it lacked the statutory authority to deny tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private schools.12

As a result of the Justice Department's action, the Green plaintiffs sought an injunction to prevent the Department of Treasury from revoking, or failing to enforce, the IRS regulations and procedures denying tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private schools.13 That motion was denied by the district court on February 4, 1982.14 However, in the Wright case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia granted a temporary order that prohibited both the Treasury Department and the IRS from granting or revoking tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private schools.15 The Green court was not squarely faced with the question of whether private religious schools that engage in racial discrimination based upon sincerely held religious beliefs are outside the reach of the IRS regulations by virtue of the free exercise clause of the first amendment, nor was it confronted with the question of whether the denial of tax-exempt status to

10 Wright v. Regan, No. 80-1124 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 18, 1982) (temporary order). On Mar. 24, 1982, the circuit court of appeals issued another order under which the February 18 order would continue in effect if the plaintiffs filed a motion in the district court for similar injunctive relief within 20 days. Upon the filing of such a motion the February 18 order would remain in effect until the district court ruled on the motion for injunction and pending any appeal to the circuit court. Wright v. Regan, No. 80-1124 (D.C. Cir. Mar. 24, 1982) (order). The Wright plaintiffs subsequently filed such a motion in the district court. Motion for Order Preserving Status Quo, Wright v. Regan, Civ. Action No. 76-1426 (D.D.C., filed Apr. 13, 1982).

11 Filing out-of-time means filing after the expiration of the time allowed for filing.

12 Motion for Leave to File Brief Out-of-Time, Goldsboro Christian Schools v. United States, No. 81-1, and Bob Jones University v. United States, No. 81-3 (U.S., filed Feb. 25, 1982).

13 Motion for Leave to File Motion for Divided Argument Out-of-Time and Motion for Divided Argument, Goldsboro Christian Schools v. United States, No. 81-1, and Bob Jones University v. United States, No. 81-3 (U.S., filed Feb. 25, 1982).

14 50 U.S.L.W. 3837 (U.S. Apr. 19, 1982). The Supreme Court invited William T. Coleman, Jr., former Secretary of Transportation, to brief and argue, as amicus curiae, in support of the arguments below. The cases were argued before the Supreme Court of the United States on Oct. 12, 1982.
such racially discriminatory private religious schools violates the establishment clause of the first amendment. Nevertheless, the court did intimate that it was unlikely that the first amendment would shield such private religious schools from the racial nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status:

We are persuaded that there is a declared Federal public policy against support for racial discrimination in education which overrides any assertion of value in practicing private racial discrimination, whether ascribed to philosophical pluralism or divine inspiration for racial segregation.48

Racially Discriminatory Practices of Private Religious Schools and Religious Freedom

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."49 Although that language of the first amendment seeks to erect a wall of separation between government and religious institutions, "no perfect or absolute separation is really possible; the very existence of the Religion Clauses is an involvement of sorts..."50 As Chief Justice Burger noted:

The general principle deducible from the First Amendment and all that has been said by the Court is this: that we will not tolerate either governmentally established religion or governmental interference with religion. Short of those expressly proscribed governmental acts there is room for play in the joints productive of a benevolent neutrality which will permit religious exercise to exist without sponsorship and without interference.51

The Constitution does not prohibit parents of school age children from freely choosing to enroll their children in a private educational institution,52 even when it engages in racial discrimination by excluding nonwhite students,53 nor does the Constitution forbid governmental units from providing to private schools some forms of assistance that it provides to public schools.54 But when a private school engages in racial discrimination, the Court has stated clearly:

Both Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools practice racial discrimination based on a sincerely held religious belief. Because of those practices, the IRS determined that neither school was eligible for tax-exempt status under §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The two schools challenged those adverse agency determinations by filing tax refund suits, as suggested in a prior Supreme Court opinion,56 alleging that the IRS ruling was contrary to

We do not suggest that a State violates its constitutional duty merely because it has provided any form of state service that benefits private schools said to be racially discriminatory.

Prior to 1970, Bob Jones University had tax-exempt recognition under §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. In November 1970, the school received notification of the new Internal Revenue Service (IRS) policy, announced in July 1970, that racially discriminatory private schools would no longer be eligible for tax-exempt status. The university was unsuccessful in its bid to obtain IRS assurance of tax-exempt status in administrative proceedings. As a result, it filed suit in the Federal District Court for the District of South Carolina to prevent the IRS from revoking its tax-exempt status. The district court granted a preliminary injunction in Bob Jones University v. Connally, 341 F. Supp. 277 (D.S.C. 1971), but the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit reversed, holding that the district court did not have jurisdiction to hear the case. 476 F.2d 259 (4th Cir. 1973). The Supreme Court affirmed the circuit court decision, but noted that the university could obtain review of the revocation of its tax-exempt status in a tax refund lawsuit:

This is not a case in which an aggrieved party has no access at all to judicial review. Were that true, our conclusion might well be different. . . . [P]etitioner may pay income taxes, or, in their absence, an installment of FICA [Social Security] or FUTA [Federal unemployment] taxes, exhaust the Service's internal
the plain wording of the statute and violated both the free exercise and establishment clauses of the first amendment.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit found no violation of first amendment rights in the IRS denial of tax exemptions to racially discriminatory private religious schools. As to the claim of first amendment protections for the policies of Bob Jones University, the fourth circuit ruled that the governmental interest in eliminating "all forms of racial discrimination—[whether] governmental or private, absolute or conditional, contractual or association-

moral or emotional interest in eliminating "all forms of racial discrimination—[whether] governmental or private, absolute or conditional, contractual or association-

A neutrally drawn statute based on a valid governmental interest such as the nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status for all private schools, whether religious or nonsectarian, is not unconstitutional merely because its application results in the differential treatment of adherents of various religions or religious beliefs. "The mere fact that [an individual's] religious practice is burdened by a governmental program does not mean that an exemption accommodating his practice must be granted. The governmental interest must be "of the

The free exercise clause bars the government from interfering with the dissemination of religious ideas or from the "regulation of religious beliefs as such." And from its earliest decisions in this area, the Supreme Court has frowned upon governmental actions which force persons to elect between the adherence to a first amendment right and participation in an existing public program. To fail on constitutional grounds, the State statute or governmental action need not specifically target a particular religion, for "[a] regulation neutral on its face may, in its application, nonetheless offend the constitutional requirement for governmental neutrality if it unduly burdens the free exercise of religion." In a recent case the Court stated:

Where the state conditions receipt of an important benefit upon conduct prescribed by a religious faith, or where it denies such a benefit because of conduct mandated by religious belief, thereby putting substantial pressure on an adherent to modify his behavior and to violate his beliefs, a burden upon religion exists. While the compulsion may be indirect, the infringement upon free exercise is nonetheless substantial.

The free exercise clause, however, is not without limitation, for "[t]o maintain an organized society that guarantees religious freedom to a great variety of faiths requires that some religious practices yield to the common good." A neutrally drawn statute based on a valid governmental interest such as the nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status for all private schools, whether religious or nonsectarian, is not unconstitutional merely because its application results in the differential treatment of adherents of various religions or religious beliefs. "The mere fact that [an individual's] religious practice is burdened by a governmental program does not mean that an exemption accommodating his practice must be granted. The governmental interest must be "of the


639 F.2d 147, 153 (4th Cir. 1980).

Id. at 153.

Id. at 154.

15 Id. at 155.


The compelling nature of the government interest in eradicating racial discrimination was reiterated by the fourth circuit in *Bob Jones University v. United States.* In fact, the Supreme Court has previously invalidated a State statute barring interracial marriage, a part of the racially discriminatory policies of Bob Jones University.

Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools additionally assert that they would be subject to an extreme financial burden if forced to choose between the first amendment right to free exercise and tax-exempt status. On this point, the case of *Braunfeld v. Brown* is instructive. The issue in that case was whether Sunday closing laws violated the first amendment rights of Sabbatarians. The Supreme Court held that the State statute did not violate the first amendment, although it did note that the law made the practice of religious beliefs of Sabbatarians more expensive.

Thus, the maintenance of the current IRS nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status carries out a valid governmental interest without infringing upon the first amendment right to free exercise. Private religious schools that engage in racial discrimination based on sincerely held religious beliefs are not prohibited from their right to freely exercise those beliefs, but they are not eligible for Federal tax-exempt status. Even if the nondiscrimination requirement is considered a burden on the free exercise clause, it is justified by the compelling governmental interest in eradicating racial discrimination. Moreover, it meets the "least restrictive means" test of *Thomas v. Review Board* because it does not bar the schools from adhering to their religious beliefs, but rather prevents them from obtaining official Federal support for those policies through the grant of a tax exemption. Thus existing case law does not support the view that a nondiscrimination requirement for Federal tax-exempt status violates the free exercise clause of the first amendment.

**The Establishment Clause and Tax-Exempt Status**

The first amendment also prohibits the Congress from enacting legislation "respecting an establishment of religion." That provision, known as the establishment clause, was designed to prevent "sponsorship, financial support, and active involvement of the sovereign in religious activity."

Although it has often been stated that the intent of the establishment clause is to construct a "wall of separation" between government and religion, the Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that no complete separation is possible. As the Court said in *Zorach v. Clauson:*

There cannot be the slightest doubt that the First Amendment reflects the philosophy that Church and State should be separated. And so far as interference with the "free exercise" of religion and an "establishment" of religion are concerned, the separation must be complete and unequivocal. The First Amendment within the scope of its coverage permits no exception; the prohibition is absolute. The First Amendment reflects the philosophy that Church and State should be separated. And so far as interference with the "free exercise" of religion and an "establishment" of religion are concerned, the separation must be complete and unequivocal. The First Amendment within the scope of its coverage permits no exception; the prohibition is absolute.

---

47 639 F.2d 147, 153 (4th Cir. 1980).
50 U.S. Const. amend I.
Amendment, however, does not say that in every and all respects there shall be a separation of Church and State. Rather, it studiously defines the manner, the specific ways, in which there shall be no concert or union or dependency one on the other. That is the common sense of the matter."  

In a 1971 decision, the Court, after noting that there were "necessary and permissible contacts" such as "[f]ire inspections, building and zoning regulations, and state requirements under compulsory school-attendance laws," stated:

Judicial caveats against entanglement must recognize that the line of separation, far from being a "wall," is a blurred, indistinct, and variable barrier depending on all the circumstances of a particular relationship."

As a result of this construction of the establishment clause, a number of seemingly inconsistent decisions have been handed down by the Supreme Court. This has prompted one recent Supreme Court majority, in upholding a State statute funding private religious and nonsectarian schools for the costs of complying with State student evaluation and reporting requirements, to observe:

This is not to say that this case, any more than past cases, will furnish a litmus-paper test to distinguish permissible from impermissible aid to religiously oriented schools. But Establishment Clause cases are not easy; they stir deep feelings; and we are divided among ourselves, perhaps reflecting the different views on this subject of the people of this country. What is certain is that our decisions have tended to avoid categorical imperatives and absolutist approaches at either end of the range of possible outcomes. This course sacrifices clarity and predictability for flexibility, but this promises to be the case until the continuing interaction between the courts and the States produces a single, more encompassing construction of the Establishment Clause."

Despite the apparent disagreement on the Court as to where the line should be drawn with respect to permissible and forbidden government aid to religion under the establishment clause, a three-pronged test has nevertheless evolved from Supreme Court decisions during the last two decades. Constitutionally permissible governmental actions under the establishment clause require that the governmental statute or policy has a clearly secular purpose, has a primary effect that does not advance or inhibit religion, and does not foster excessive entanglement between the government and the religious entity."

In the case of the IRS statute and regulations requiring the denial or revocation of tax-exempt status for private schools, whether religious or nonsectarian, that engage in racial discrimination, the first two prongs of the test are satisfied. The IRS policy has a clear secular purpose—the eradication of racial discrimination in education. Governmental entities have "a constitutional obligation [that] requires [them] to steer clear, not only of operating the old dual system of racially segregated schools, but also of giving significant aid to institutions that practice racial or other invidious discrimination."

Eliminating racial discrimination has been constitutionally mandated since the adoption of the Civil War amendments, the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments to the Constitution. Since the Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education, the Federal Government has enacted numerous laws and devoted substantial resources to eliminate racial discrimination in all areas, not merely in education. A number of Executive orders have been issued by various Presidents to deter and remedy racial discrimination, and executive branch agencies have promulgated and

The 13th amendment outlawed slavery and its badges and incidents. The 14th amendment was designed to prevent the abridgement of the "privileges and immunities" of national citizenship; the deprivation of "life, liberty, and property without due process of law"; and the denial of the "equal protection of the laws." The 15th amendment guaranteed black men the right to vote. U.S. Const. amend. XIII–XV.

Though the Civil War amendments came into being more than a century ago, the efforts of the Federal Government to enforce their racial nondiscrimination command has been consistent. For a more detailed discussion of the Civil War amendments and their history, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Civil Rights: A National, Not a Special Interest (June 1981).
enforced many regulations that effectively carry out the racial nondiscrimination command of the Constitution and Federal law." The Federal judiciary has repeatedly struck down racially discriminatory governmental actions, noting that eradication of racial discrimination is a compelling governmental interest of the highest order. In fact, the courts have subjected racial discrimination to the strictest scrutiny. This all-out effort was neither designed nor intended to focus, and in actuality has not focused, solely or primarily on private sectarian schools. Though some private religious schools, through participation in governmentally funded programs and the receipt of governmental benefits, have come under the scrutiny of the Federal Government in its efforts to eliminate racial discrimination, the IRS policy of denying tax exemptions to racially discriminatory private schools has a clearly secular purpose.

The IRS policy also has neither the principal nor primary effect of advancing or inhibiting religion. It is a neutral policy, applicable to all private schools, whether religious or nonsectarian. Its purpose, the eradication of racial discrimination, is akin to that of Walz v. Tax Commission in which the Supreme Court upheld a State statute authorizing a property tax exemption for property used solely for religious worship, saying that it is "neither the advancement nor the inhibition of religion; it is neither sponsorship nor hostility."

Racially discriminatory private religious schools and racially discriminatory nonsectarian schools would be ineligible for tax-exempt status under the IRS policy. Thus, it is argued that the IRS policy is an unconstitutional preference for some religions over others, i.e., it violates establishment clause neutrality by "advancing" racial, nondiscriminatory religions and by "inhibiting" religions that engage in racial discrimination based on sincerely held religious beliefs.

That the neutral policy fortuitously aligns itself with some religions and not others does not automatically require its invalidation. An otherwise neutral governmental policy does not violate the establishment clause solely because it indirectly either "happens to coincide or harmonize with the tenets of some or all religions," or adversely affects one religion more than others. Moreover, as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit stated in the Bob Jones University case, where a compelling governmental interest of the highest order such as eradicating racial discrimination is concerned:

The principle of neutrality embodied in the Establishment Clause does not prevent government from enforcing its most fundamental constitutional and societal values by means of a uniform policy, neutrally applied.

The court further noted that the private religious school would not be inhibited or prevented from adhering to and practicing those tenets of its religion that it maintains require racially discriminatory school policies. It stated that "the government's rule would not prohibit the University from adhering to its policy" of opposing and penalizing students who religious school is entitled to greater governmental benefits than a racially discriminatory private nonsectarian school. An affirmative response to that question may be inferred from the Court's statement in Norwood v. Harrison that:

However narrow may be the channel of permissible state aid to sectarian schools, it permits a greater degree of state assistance than may be given to private schools which engage in discriminatory practices that would be unlawful in a public school system.

413 U.S. 455, 470 (1973). But the overriding governmental interest in eradicating racial discrimination, as discussed here, would seem to dictate a contrary conclusion. Norwood does state that such a compelling governmental interest permits the differential treatment of discriminatory and nondiscriminatory private schools. Moreover, the granting of tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private religious schools but not to racially discriminatory private nonsectarian schools appears to violate the equal protection component of the fifth amendment due process clause and the nonestablishment provision of the first amendment.


Id. See e.g., Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145 (1878).

Bob Jones University v. United States, 639 F.2d 147, 154 (4th Cir. 1980).
either engage in or advocate interracial dating and/or marriage."54 Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools, however, argue that the imposition of a greater financial burden through the resulting tax liability for nonconformity with the Federal policy against racial discrimination also violates first amendment neutrality. In effect, this argument boils down to this: where a government program benefit is provided, it must be provided to all religions.

The first amendment, however, does not require a governmental entity to provide the same financial benefit or burden to all religions. In fact, the Supreme Court, in the Sunday closing law cases, held that an otherwise neutral governmental policy that advances an important governmental interest does not violate the first amendment despite the fact that a greater financial cost results to some religious groups—in those cases Sabbatarians—than others.97

It is, however, argued that the Supreme Court decision in Walz v. Tax Commission, upholding property tax exemptions for religious organizations, supports the granting of tax exemptions to racially discriminatory private sectarian schools as a reasonable accommodation to religion mandated by establishment clause neutrality.98 Walz involved a neutral State statute which provided property tax exemptions to a broad class of educational, religious, and charitable organizations. The issue in that case was whether a neutral statute indirectly benefiting religious organizations was constitutional. The issue did not involve a conflicting, compelling, and constitutionally based governmental interest such as the eradication of racial discrimination. In arguing that Walz requires the granting of tax-exempt status, racially discriminatory private religious schools are actually seeking a tax benefit not even available to private nonsectarian schools that engage in racial discrimination. This would seem inconsistent with the neutrality principle because providing tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private religious schools would effectively "advance" those religions by carving out a special tax exemption category solely for them. As the Supreme Court clearly stated, in discussing Walz in Committee for Public Education & Religious Liberty v. Nyquist, "[s]pecial tax benefits...cannot be squared with the principle of neutrality established by the decisions of this Court."99

The thorniest establishment clause problems for the IRS policy come from the newest addition to the tripartite test, "excessive entanglement." In adopting that part of the test in Walz in 1970, the Supreme Court stated:

Determining that the legislative purpose of tax exemption is not aimed at establishing, sponsoring, or supporting religion does not end the inquiry, however. We must also be sure that the end result—the effect—is not an excessive government entanglement with religion. The test is inescapably one of degree. Either course, taxation of churches or exemption, occasions some degree of involvement with religion... In analyzing either alternative the questions are whether the involvement is excessive, and whether it is a continuing one calling for official and continuing surveillance leading to an impermissible degree of entanglement.100

Answering those questions requires the examination of "the character and purposes of the institutions that are benefited, the nature of the aid that the State provides, and the resulting relationship between the government and the religious authority."101

Private religious schools generally have two purposes—the inculcation of religious values and teachings, and the provision of a secular education. Though it is not true of all private religious educational institutions, it is undisputed that Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools emphasize the teaching of religious tenets during educational instruction. Bob Jones University is "dedicated to the teaching and propagation of its fundamentalist religious beliefs" and was established:

to conduct an institution of learning for the general education of youth in the essentials of culture and in the arts, and sciences, giving special emphasis to the Christian religion and the ethics revealed in the Holy Scriptures...102

Goldsboro Christian Schools, seeking "to provide a private school education in a religious setting," stated similarly in its articles of incorporation that:

The general nature and object of the corporation shall be to conduct an institution or institutions of learning for the general education of youth in the essentials of culture and its arts and sciences, giving special emphasis to the Christian

54 Id. at 153-54.

Their identification as religious or religiously affiliated institutions was uncontested in the lower Federal courts adjudicating IRS denial of tax-exempt status to them. The granting of tax-exempt status, and the ability of contributors to claim charitable deductions for donations, to those and similar institutions would undoubtedly make available greater financial resources to them for carrying out the purposes for their establishment. Thus exemption from Federal taxation would provide a clear benefit to those institutions.

Private religious schools seek tax-exempt status under §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The granting of such status (and of charitable deductions for donations by contributors) to racially discriminatory private schools constitutes government aid or involvement between church and State that requires first amendment neutrality.\footnote{Id. at 761.} It has been argued that the Supreme Court in 

\textit{Walz v. Tax Commission}\footnote{397 U.S. 664 (1970).} supported the proposition that tax exemptions do not constitute government "aid" or involvement with the religious organization seeking exempt status. \textit{Walz} involved the constitutionality of New York City property tax exemptions extended to "religious organizations for religious properties used solely for religious worship."\footnote{Id. at 666.} In upholding the exemption, the Court stated that "[t]he grant of a tax exemption is not sponsorship since the government does not transfer part of its revenue to churches but simply abstains from demanding that the church support the state."\footnote{Id. at 761.} Notwithstanding that language, however, the Court clearly indicated that the tax-exempt status provides financial benefits to and creates government involvement with the recipient religious institution:

Either course, taxation of churches or exemption, occasions some degree of involvement with religion.


Granting tax exemptions to churches necessarily operates to afford an indirect economic benefit and also gives rise to some, but yet a lesser, involvement than taxing them.\footnote{Id. at 458 (emphasis in original).}

That the court considered "income tax benefits" sufficient to create the type of church-state contact to raise first amendment problems can also be seen in its decision in 

\textit{Committee for Public Education \\& Religious Liberty v. Nyquist}.\footnote{338 F. Supp. 448, 456 (D.D.C. 1972).} In that case, the Court invalidated a State statute that provided "direct money grants" for maintenance and repair of the physical plant and equipment of parochial schools and tuition reimbursements for parents of parochial school students, and it also struck down a system of income tax benefits for parents of students attending parochial schools, variously referred to as "tax credits," "income tax modifications," "tax deductions," and, like \textit{Walz}, "tax forgiveness."\footnote{Id. at 675, 674-75.}

A similar conclusion was reached by a Federal district court with respect to Federal income tax-exempt status and charitable deductions. That case, \textit{McGlotten v. Connally}, involved the challenge of tax-exempt status for, and deductibility of charitable contributions to, fraternal organizations that engage in racial discrimination.\footnote{Id. at 674-75.} The district court, after noting both the rationale for deductibility of charitable contributions and the role of the Federal Government in qualifying organizations and approving their solicitations, held that "the Government has become sufficiently entwined with private parties to call forth a duty to ensure compliance with the Fifth Amendment by the parties through whom it chooses to act."\footnote{Id. at 666.}

From these cases it is clear that the granting of tax exemptions and the allowance of tax deductions for contributions to tax-exempt organizations constitute government aid or involvement through the tax system within the meaning of the first amendment.
Programs of government aid to sectarian institutions violate first amendment neutrality if they involve substantial oversight or administrative relationships between the governmental entity and the religious organization. The excessive entanglement test would prohibit "sustained and detailed administrative relationships" for enforcement of statutory or administrative standards or "comprehensive, discriminating, and continuing state surveillance." 113

Of course, the establishment clause does not prohibit all administrative relationships between church and state. Religious institutions may be subject to governmental regulation without creating excessive entanglement. 114 And this can be true whether or not government aid is involved. 115 But where the degree of entanglement resulting from a government program of aid involves "state inspection of expenditures by a religious school on secular education and religious activity" and evaluation of the religious content of a religious organization," it is "fraught with the sort of entanglement that the Constitution forbids." 117

In Walz v. Tax Commission, the Supreme Court, in upholding a State statute authorizing a property tax exemption for property used solely for religious worship, stated that such an exemption:

creates only a minimal and remote involvement between church and state and far less than taxation of churches. It restricts the fiscal relationship between church and state, and tends to complement and reinforce the desired separation insulating each from the other. 118

Although some argue that Walz bolsters the conclusion that the granting of Federal income tax exemptions to racially discriminatory private religious schools in the Bob Jones University and Goldsboro Christian Schools cases, it is distinguishable. Walz involved property tax exemptions granted to religious institutions for property used solely for religious purposes; Bob Jones and Goldsboro involve the issue of whether Federal income tax exemptions should be granted to religious institutions or religiously affiliated institutions performing a secular function—providing educational instruction, though with a religious orientation. Walz involved the issue of whether a broad-based, neutral State statute that results in financial benefit to a number of groups, including religious organizations, violates first amendment neutrality; Bob Jones and Goldsboro involve the issue of whether a broad-based, neutral Federal statute and the accompanying regulations that result in financial benefit to a number of organizations, including some religious institutions, violate the first amendment neutrality principle because the same financial benefit is not extended to all religious organizations. And finally Walz involved no conflicting constitutional command other than that inherent in the first amendment, whereas Bob Jones and Goldsboro involve not only first amendment considerations but also the compelling governmental interest in eradicating racial discrimination embodied in the 5th, 13th, and 14th amendments and in numerous Federal statutes. Thus, Walz is neither identical to nor controlling as to the question of Federal tax-exempt status for private religious schools that have racially discriminatory policies.

The administrative oversight required to enforce the nondiscrimination requirement of the Federal internal revenue statute and regulations does not constitute excessive governmental entanglement. As the Supreme Court has stated, the question of whether excessive governmental entanglement exists "is inescapably one of degree." 119 Although the IRS would necessarily have to examine certain objective information to make an administrative determination as to whether a particular organization or institution engages in racial discrimination, that administrative involvement would be far less than the administrative entanglement resulting from agency judgments as to whether a sincerely held religious belief is the basis for the racially discriminatory practices of a private religious school. As a North Carolina Federal district court stated:

[Making qualification under Section 501(c)(3) for exemption from Federal income taxation] turn upon whether the organization maintains a policy and practice of excluding one or more races is a reasonably objective standard.

114 See, e.g., Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534 (1925) ("No question is raised concerning the power of the State reasonably to regulate all schools, to inspect, supervise and examine them, their teachers and pupils; to require that all children of proper age attend some school, that teachers shall be of good moral character and patriotic disposition; that certain studies plainly essential to good citizenship must be taught, and that nothing be taught which is manifestly inimical to the public welfare."); Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 614 (1971) ("Fire inspections, building and zoning regulations, and state requirements under compulsory school-attendance laws are examples of necessary and permissible contacts.").
The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals echoed this analysis in Bob Jones University v. United States, stating that "the uniform application of the [nondiscrimination] rule to all religiously operated schools avoids the necessity for a potentially entangling inquiry into whether a racially restrictive practice is the result of sincere religious belief."¹¹¹

Nor would the uniform application of the nondiscrimination rule require the "comprehensive, discriminating, and continuing state surveillance" of the religious content of a teacher's method of instruction to ensure that statutory "restrictions are obeyed and the First Amendment otherwise respected."¹¹²

An alternative course would be to prohibit the IRS from enforcing the nondiscrimination requirement with respect to private religious schools. Such a course, however, would have dire first amendment consequences. It would mean that the neutrality principle of the establishment clause would require all governmental programs that benefit religious organizations, notwithstanding neutral eligibility requirements for participation, to provide precisely the same benefit to all religious groups. Although the recent Supreme Court decision in Larson v. Valente¹¹³ may lend some support to that proposition, that case is inapplicable to the issue of tax-exempt status for racially discriminatory private schools, because it involved a statute that expressly granted denominational preferences.

The Larson case involved the application of a Minnesota charitable contributions statute that exempted religious organizations from its reporting and registration requirements if they received more than 50 percent of their contributions from members or affiliated organizations. Because the statute granted an express preference to certain religious organizations, the Court stated that the three-pronged establishment test announced in Lemon v. Kurtzman was inapplicable, for that test applied only "to laws affording a uniform benefit to all religions, and not to provisions...that discriminate among religions." Statutes granting a preference to certain religious organizations are "suspect" and subject to "strict scrutiny,"¹¹⁴ therefore, they must be "justified by a compelling governmental interest...and...closely fitted to further that interest."¹¹⁵

The Court, while assuming arguendo¹¹⁶ that the State had "a sufficiently 'compelling' governmental interest" in protecting its citizenry from abusive solicitation practices, held that the use of the arbitrary 50 percent rule was not "closely fitted" to that asserted governmental interest.¹¹⁷

Even if Larson were applied, the nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status under §501(c)(3) would survive constitutional scrutiny. First, it is justified by a "compelling governmental interest"—the eradication of racial discrimination—embodied in the fifth amendment and the Civil War amendments to the Constitution. Second, it is closely fitted to that purpose, providing a mechanism for the Federal Government to withhold official support of racial discrimination without an absolute prohibition on the exercise of first amendment rights—i.e., while racially discriminatory private schools would be prohibited from receiving government aid through the tax system, they would not be prohibited from freely adhering to racially discriminatory policies based on a sincerely held religious belief.

Despite the inapplicability of Larson to the tax exemption issue, its holding clearly indicates that the first amendment does not require governmental actions benefiting some religious organizations to equally benefit all religious organizations. Where there is a "compelling governmental interest," and the governmental action is "closely fitted to further that interest," the governmental action is constitutional. To hold otherwise would mean that first amendment interests outweigh all other interests of the highest order, such as the eradication of racial discrimination.

It thus appears that the nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status does not conflict with the religion clauses of the first amendment. To grant tax exemptions to racially discriminatory private religious schools would require the IRS to violate the constitutional command that the Federal Government not aid racial discrimination. Moreover, as one constitutional

¹¹³ 639 F.2d 147, 155 (4th Cir. 1980).
¹¹⁵ 102 S. Ct. 1673 (1982).
¹¹⁶ In arguing, in the course of the argument; a statement or observation made by a judge as a matter of argument or hypothetical illustration is said to be made arguendo.
¹¹⁷ 102 S. Ct. 1673, 1685–87.
scholar pointed out during the 1979 congressional hearings on tax-exempt status for private schools, there are other first and fifth amendment problems:

To exempt religious private schools from the substantive reach of antidiscrimination principles and procedures would violate both the equal protection component of the Fifth Amendment's due process clause and the anti-establishment component of the First Amendment's religion clauses.

The public choice to extend tax benefits to religious schools and other institutions is constitutionally acceptable only because it does not single out religious bodies as such for favorable treatment but instead benefits them as part of "a broad class of property owned by nonprofit, quasi-public corporations, which include hospitals, libraries, playgrounds, scientific, professional, historical, and patriotic groups." Walz v. Tax Commission, 397 U.S. 664, 673 (1970). The moment church-related or otherwise religious institutions are bestowed with tax benefits unavailable to secular bodies similarly situated, the line delicately drawn in Walz is crossed. To extend tax benefits to religious institutions free of the anti-discrimination requirements enforced against the secular counterparts of such institutions would amount to forbidden aid to religion, and forbidden discrimination against the non-religious.128

Statutory Construction of §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

The other major question presented by the issue of tax-exempt status for racially discriminatory private religious schools is the proper construction of §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.129 More precisely, the question is whether the national policy against Federal support for racial discrimination is a proper limitation on the categories of organizations to which the Internal Revenue Service may grant tax-exempt status, notwithstanding the absence of explicit language within the statute as to that requirement.

The question of tax exemptions for racially discriminatory private religious schools involves not merely a national policy of racial nondiscrimination expressed in other Federal statutes but one that is embodied in the fifth amendment and the Civil War amendments to the Constitution. An important rule of statutory construction is that statutes should be interpreted to avoid constitutional difficulties, for there is a presumption that the legislative body "acted with integrity and with an honest purpose to keep within constitutional limits."130 Thus, "[a] statute must be construed, if fairly possible, so as to avoid not only the conclusion that it is unconstitutional but also grave doubts upon that score."131 The importance of this principle is underscored by the words of Chief Justice Marshall in Marbury v. Madison:

[If a law be in opposition to the constitution; if both the law and the constitution apply to a particular case, so that the court must either decide that case, conformable to the law, disregarding the constitution; or conformable to the constitution, disregarding the law; the court must determine which of these conflicting rules governs the case; this is of the very essence of judicial duty. If then, the courts are to regard the constitution, and the constitution is superior to any ordinary act of the legislature, the constitution, and not such ordinary act, must govern the case to which they both apply.

Those, then, who controvert the principle, that the constitution is to be considered, in court, as a paramount law, are reduced to the necessity of maintaining that courts must close their eyes on the constitution, and see only the law. This doctrine would subvert the very foundation of all written constitutions.132

In interpreting statutes to avoid "grave doubts" about their constitutionality, the courts have historically examined extrinsic materials such as the relevant agency's interpretation. It is a well-recognized rule of statutory construction that the construction of a statute by the agency designated to administer and enforce it is entitled to great deference unless clearly erroneous.133 In this case, the 1970 IRS interpretation construed §501(c)(3) as requiring racial nondiscrimination for tax-exempt status. At that time, the IRS stated that "it can no longer legally justify allowing tax-exempt status to private schools which practice

129 When dealing with issues of statutory construction, it is perhaps helpful to remember these words of Justice Frankfurter: "Generalities about statutory construction help us little. They are not rules of law but merely axioms of experience... They do not solve the special difficulties in construing a particular statute. The variables render every problem of statutory construction unique..." United States v. Universal C.I.T. Credit Corporation, 344 U.S. 218, 221 (1952) (citations omitted).
130 See, e.g., United States ex rel. Toth v. Quarles, 350 U.S. 11 (1955) (Federal statute providing for military court-martials construed to not encroach on Article III Federal court jurisdiction over trials of civilians, including ex-servicemen).
133 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 176–78 (1803).
134 See Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1, 16 (1965); Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 11 (1965) ("The interpretation expressly placed on a statute by those charged with its administration must be given weight by courts faced with the task of construing the statute.")
racial discrimination nor can it treat gifts to such schools as charitable deductions for income 'tax purposes.'" In reaching this conclusion, the Internal Revenue Service stated:

Under common law, the term "charity" encompasses all three of the major categories identified separately under section 501(c)(3) of the Code as religious, educational, and charitable. Both the courts and the Internal Revenue Service have long recognized that the statutory requirement of being "organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable...or educational purposes" was intended to express the basic common law concept. Thus, a school asserting a right to the benefits provided for in section 501(c)(3) of the Code as being organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes must be a common law charity in order to be exempt under that section. That Congress had such an intent is clearly borne out by its description in section 170(c) of the Code of a deductible gift to "a corporation, trust, fund, or foundation...organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes" as a "charitable contribution."

The Service has followed this concept, as is reflected in Rev. Rul. 67-325, C.B. 1967-2, 113, 116-117, which reads:

...[S]ections 170, 2055, 2106, and 2522 of the Code, to the extent they provide deductions for contributions or other transfers to or for the use of organizations organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes, or to be used for charitable purposes, do not apply to contributions or transfers to any organization whose purposes are not charitable in the generally accepted legal sense or to any contribution for any purpose that is not charitable in the generally accepted legal sense. For the same reasons, section 501(c)(3) of the Code does not apply to any such organization.

All charitable trusts, educational or otherwise, are subject to the requirement that the purpose of the trust may not be illegal or contrary to public policy. This principle has been stated as follows in the Restatement (Second), Trusts (1959) Sec. 377, Comment c:

A trust for a purpose the accomplishment of which is contrary to public policy, although not forbidden by law, is invalid.

Although the operation of private schools on a discriminatory basis is not prohibited by Federal statutory law...[d]evelopments of recent decades and recent years reflect a Federal policy against racial discrimination which extends to racial discrimination in education. Titles IV and VI, The Civil Rights Act of 1964...and Brown v. Board of Education...and many subsequent Federal court cases, demonstrate a national policy to discourage racial discrimination in education, whether public or private...

Therefore, a school not having a racially nondiscriminatory policy as to students is not "charitable" within the common law concepts reflected in sections 170 and 501(c)(3) of the Code and in other relevant Federal statutes and accordingly does not qualify as an organization exempt from Federal income tax.

This interpretation, however, conflicts with the 1982 announcement of the Department of Treasury, with the advice of the Department of Justice, that "the authority which the IRS previously had been asserting as its basis for revoking the tax exemptions in question is not supported by the language of the Internal Revenue Code or its legislative history." Given these conflicting views, an examination of the legislative history is required.

Although the tax-exempt provisions have existed since the enactment of the Tariff Act of 1894, they have a spartan legislative history. The tax-exemption provisions of the revenue laws have been revised on a number of occasions without congressional discussion or explanation of the revisions, both expanding the category of eligible groups and explicitly incorporating various common law restrictions on charitable trusts (e.g., no part of the net income of the organization could inure to the benefit of a private individual). There was no discussion of racial nondiscrimination as a requirement for tax-exempt status. That question is of recent vintage, a product of the civil rights movement of the 1960s. A number of lawsuits have challenged tax-exempt status for racially discriminatory organizations under either State or Federal revenue laws.


The spate of litigation has resulted in greater congressional awareness of the issue. The Congress, however, has not expressly ratified the 1970 agency construction of the statute, although it has had the opportunity to do so.

Neither has the Congress disavowed that interpretation. The Ashbrook and Dornan riders to the 1980 Treasury Appropriations Act do not reject the agency construction of the statute. Those appropriations riders only limit the IRS from implementing further regulations to enforce the nondiscrimination requirement for tax-exempt status. The Ashbrook amendment prohibits the IRS from adopting or implementing revenue procedures concerning the tax-exempt status of religious or nonsectarian private schools unless they were in effect prior to August 22, 1978. The Dornan amendment specifically prohibited the implementation of two proposed revisions to IRS regulations promulgated prior to August 22, 1978.

The inference that Congress intends to do nothing more than the agency did in 1970 is strengthened by the action of Congress in 1978. Although the congressional record did not contain an explicit statement that the 1980 modification of the statute was intended to limit the actions of the IRS, the wording of the 1980 amendment supports such an inference. The 1980 amendment includes a provision similar to the Dornan amendment, prohibiting the expenditure of funds to implement the revised IRS regulations on tax-exempt status for racially discriminatory private schools, whether religious or nonsectarian. It also included a provision similar to the Ashbrook amendment prohibiting the adoption or implementation of any revenue procedure that may result in the loss of tax-exempt status to religious or nonsectarian private schools unless the IRS procedure was in effect prior to August 22, 1978. The bill also included an additional stipulation prohibiting the IRS from using funds appropriated under the bill to enforce post-August 22, 1978, court orders.

In view of national policy, it is believed that it is inappropriate for a social club or similar organization described in §501(c)(7) to be exempt from income taxation if its written policy is to discriminate on account of race, color, or religion.

In expressly applying a racial nondiscrimination requirement to §501(c)(7) social clubs, the Congress referred to the decisions in Green (and its affirmation by the Supreme Court), barring tax-exempt status to private educational institutions that engage in racially discriminatory conduct, and McGlotten, barring tax-exempt status to fraternal organizations that engage in racial discrimination. Although the congressional action regarding social clubs is not an express congressional statement of support for the nondiscrimination requirement for §501(c)(3) tax-exempt status adopted by the agency in 1970, any more than the Ashbrook and Dornan appropriations riders are an explicit disavowal of that statutory interpretation, it is implied recognition that a racial nondiscrimination requirement is an appropriate limitation on the grant of such status by the Internal Revenue Service.

2. Even if that action does not rise to the level of congressional intent to impose a nondiscrimination requirement, the Constitution requires the construction of the statute within the bounds of the fifth amendment. As stated earlier in the text, there is a presumption that when the Congress enacts legislation it is acting within constitutional limits. And although not directed by explicit statutory language from Congress, an executive agency administering a Federal statute is bound by the limits imposed by the Constitution. See, e.g., enforcement of the Immigration and Nationality Act is limited by the fourth amendment prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures.
Interpreting §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code literally, however, would result in the frustration of “a cornerstone of national policy,” the eradication of racial discrimination. A literal construction of §501(c)(3) would also require the conclusion that Congress intended to ignore the obligation of the Federal Government under the Fifth Amendment to refrain from supporting racial discrimination. Neither of these results is required by other existing rules of statutory construction.

Decisions of the Supreme Court “have repeatedly warned against the dangers of an approach to statutory construction which confines itself to the bare words of a statute, . . . for ‘literalness may strangle meaning’.” Interpretations that are the product of “arid literalism” should be avoided. Indeed, in interpreting revenue laws, there is a rule of statutory construction that a statute should not be interpreted in such a way as to frustrate clearly defined national or State policies prohibiting certain conduct. The Federal courts have disallowed a number of claims for deductions from Federal income taxation which conflicted with other Federal laws or regulations or with State law. A leading case in this area, cited in Green Advertising Agency v. Connally, Bob Jones University v. United States, and Goldsboro Christian Schools, Inc. v. United States, is the Supreme Court decision in Tank Truck Rentals, Inc. v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue. That case involved the IRS denial of business deductions for the payment of fines assessed on the company during the 1951 tax year for 718 willful and 28 innocent violations of State maximum weight laws. The applicable section of the Internal Revenue Code provided: “In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions . . . all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business. . . .” Although expenditures for the payment of such fines had been allowed prior to 1950, the IRS changed its policy on permitting those deductions. Tank Truck Rentals, notwithstanding the change in IRS policy, continued to ignore compliance with State maximum weight laws because it could not “operate profitably and also observe the Pennsylvania law.” For the tax year 1951, the company claimed $41,060.84 in deductions for the 746 violations of the State maximum weight laws. The Supreme Court agreed with the IRS and the Tax Court, holding that claimed deductions of that nature required the eradication of racial discrimination. A literal construction of §501(c)(3) would also require the prohibition of tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private schools. That longstanding agency interpretation, followed by three administrations, stood until its recent revocation in January 1982 by the Department of the Treasury.

147 In addition to constitutional mandates, policy considerations, and deference to agency interpretation, there are also rules of a more routine nature that apply in interpreting a statute. For example, when interpreting a Federal statute, one must also look to “the language employed by Congress.” Reiter v. Sonotone Corporation, 442 U.S. 330, 337 (1979). If the statute is ambiguous or unclear, the courts may resort to extrinsic aids to find the proper construction of the statute consistent with legislative intent. United States v. Universal C.I.T. Credit Corporation, 344 U.S. 218, 221 (1952). But where the statutory language clearly expresses the legislative intent, that construction of the statute ordinarily will be upheld. The courts have so held even where a different construction would harmonize the statute with other legislative enactments. See, e.g., Harris v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 178 F.2d 861, 862 (2d Cir. 1949) (court refused to construe Federal gift tax provisions in pari materia (relate to the same thing, or have a common purpose) with Federal estate tax provisions).

Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code specifies eight categories of organizations that are eligible for tax-exempt status—“religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educational purposes, or to foster national or international amateur sports competition, . . . or for the prevention of cruelty to animals.” I.R.C. §501(c)(3). The listing of those eligible categories of organizations in the disjunctive would appear to indicate that “educational” and “religious” are separate and distinct from “charitable.” Indeed, the IRS regulations promulgated under the statute seem to fortify this conclusion:

Since each of the purposes specified in subdivision (i) of this subparagraph is an exempt purpose in itself, an organization may be exempt if it is organized and operated exclusively for any one or more of such purposes. If, in fact, an organization is organized and operated exclusively for an exempt purpose or purposes, exemption will be granted to such an organization regardless of the purpose or purposes specified in its application for exemption.
nature can properly be denied where “allowance of the deduction would frustrate sharply defined national or state policies proscribing particular types of conduct, evidenced by some governmental declaration thereof.” In ruling that there is a “presumption against congressional intent to encourage violation of declared public policy,” the Court stated:

[Judicial deference to state action requires, whenever possible, that a State not be thwarted in its policy. We will not presume that the Congress, in allowing deductions for income tax purposes, intended to encourage a business enterprise to violate the declared policy of a State. To allow the deduction sought here would but encourage continued violations of state law by increasing the odds in favor of noncompliance. This could only tend to destroy the effectiveness of the State's maximum weight laws.]

Conclusion

The decisions of the Supreme Court and lower Federal courts make it beyond question that the eradication of racial discrimination, particularly in the area of education, is a compelling governmental interest of the highest order. That this national policy is embodied not only in various Federal statutes as well as the fifth amendment and the Civil War amendments is also clear. To allow tax-exempt status to racially discriminatory private schools, whether religious or nonsectarian, would be contrary to the furtherance of that constitutional objective.

135 Id. at 33-34. In situations where there is not a specific statute or governmentally declared policy, the courts have held that a deduction will not be denied because of “the mere fact that an expenditure bears a remote relation to an illegal act.” Commissioner v. Heininger, 320 U.S. 467, 474 (1943). See also Lilly v. Commissioner, 343 U.S. 90, 97 (1952); Commissioner v. Tellier, 383 U.S. 687 (1966). That, however, is not the situation with respect to the tax exemption issue as there are constitutional provisions and numerous Federal statutes clearly establishing a national policy against racial discrimination.